
SMARTRIP

Smartrip is a travel company with a sustainable purpose, that sells 

travel experiences mostly in Chile and Peru. Through the 

establishment of special commercial agreements (hotels and 

cruises), Smartrip is able to offer competitive prices and give back 

20% of its gross margin to finance social and environmental 

projects that benefit local communities and enhance the hotel's 

image among their stakeholders. 
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Smartrip is a travel company that offers travel products and 
experiences, while contributing 20% of its gross margin to fund 
social and environmental programs in favor of local communities.

BUSINESS MODEL

MARKET & 
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

Over the last 20 years tourism has grown in Chile & Peru by 400% 
and across LATAM by 136%. Smartrip's focus on sustainability 
enables the company to achieve higher commission than the 
average in the market (39% vs. 12%).

ACCOMPLISHMENTS
AND TRACTION

Smartrip was recognized by SERNATUR (National tourism 
organization) as the most innovative tourism company in 2013, 
became a certified B Corp in 2014, became the 1st travel agency 
certified with the government's seal of sustainability in 2016, and 
was recognized three times as The Best For The World by B Corp. 
Smartrip has 350+ media appearances, 64,7K+ followers on social 
media networks, 24,3K+ subscribed to its database.

SOCIAL IMPACT

Smartrip supports local communities by funding social and 
environmental programs that contribute to their prosperity. 
Smartrip has directly impacted 6.300+ beneficiaries in more than 
60 initiatives. Since 2013 Smartrip has allocated USD$234K to 
support those initiatives and raised US$805k from public & 
private partnerships. 

Despite the 400% growth of tourism over the last 20 years in 
Chile and Peru, the local communities haven't experienced a 
substantial improvement in their quality of life. Additionally, 
travelers are demanding higher levels of sustainability on their 
journeys.

Smartrip offers hotels and cruises the opportunity to fulfill key 
CSR initiatives at no up-front cost. By allocating 20% of Smartrip's 
gross margin to support social and environmental programs in 
the regions where these hotels and cruises operate, and conscious 
tourists can travel knowing that a portion of their expenses are 
directly impacting the development of local communities.
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